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7 layers to the grammar of graphics

Source: Ganes Kesari (2018) My Talk on Grammar of Graphics: The Secret Sauce of Powerful Data Stories

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, let’s quickly review the concept of the ‘Layer’ of Graphics again,�There are 7 layers: Data, Aesthetics, Geometries, Statistics, Facets, Coordinates, and Themes�The data is the data that we want to plot onto the graph. �The aesthetics layer refers to the scales onto which we will map our data - think of the x and y axis as well as scales, shapes and colours.�The geometries layer refers to the actual shape the data will take in the plot - like a histogram or scatterplot.�We use the Facet layer when there are too many data points in one plot - you can then split variables to get a clearer view. With Facets, you create rows and columns of sub-plots.�Statistics is how we create summaries or trends using statistical models.�Coördinates is essentially the plotting space you are using - often the cartesian system.�Themes is the non-data ink. The theme layer enables you to design with a particular visual identity using fonts, colours and other design elements.���



Charles Minard’s Figurative Map of the successive losses in men of the French 
Army in the Russian campaign 1812–1813.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we go any further, it is important to note that you are not restricted to one item in a layer, for example, there can be a number of  geometric objects, etc��For example, here is an example of one of the earliest graphs that has more than one element in a layer. Charles Minard’s map of Napoleon’s disastrous Russian campaign of 1812 is famous for its representation in two dimensions of six types of data: distance that Napoleon’s troops travelled,  the number of Napoleon’s troops; the direction in which they were travelling, the temperature; the latitude and longitude and location relative to specific dates. So when you first looked at it - you may have thought it was quite busy, but the way in which all of this data is concisely and clearly displayed shows us how we can create excellent space-time story graphs with multiple types of data. This is quite possibly my favourite graph!����



Example 1

What are the geometries, the 

aesthetics, and coordinates?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
��In this graph that is exploring the relationship between the carat of diamond and its price, what are the geometries, the aesthetics, and coordinates?�The geometrics is the scatterplot, the aesthetics are the point positions on the x-axis and y-axis, which represent  carat and price respectively. The coordinates are the cartesian system.�



Example 2

What are the geometrics, the 

aesthetics, themes here?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
�In this graph, we have a histogram telling us the diamond price distribution. So what are the geometries, the aesthetics, themes here?�The geometrics are the histogram, the aesthetics is the mapping of the price and count data on x and y axis, respectively and the themes are the axis titles/numbers : for the x-axis the title is ‘Price’, and part of its theme is the numbers 0, 5000, 10000 and so on. For the y-axis, the theme consists of the title ‘Count’, and it’s numbers 0, 5000 and 10000. �



Example 3

What are the geometrics, the 

aesthetics, and coordinates here?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this pie chart, we explore the distribution of clarity across a data set of diamonds. And what are the geometrics, the aesthetics, and coordinates here?�The aesthetics is the scale of colours used to show the variance in one variable - in this case it is the clarity of diamonds. The coordinates are the polar system, rather than the cartesian. The geometries are actually stacked bars - A pie chart is a stacked bar geom drawn in a polar coordinate system.�



Example 4

What are the aesthetics, geometrics, 

coordinates and themes here? What 

is the data? Does any other layer 

come to mind?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And what are the aesthetics, geometrics, coordinates and themes here? What is the data? Does any other layer come to mind?�The data is the balance between entering and exiting passengers for a metro system during the AM peak period in May 2012. �The aesthetics are the two variables mapped to two colours, blue and orange, to show the entering and exiting passengers, respectively. The geometrics, like the last graph, are stacked bars and they are in the shape of a pie due to coordinates being the polar system. There are many elements to the theme - there is the graph title, the station titles, the stations’ lines and colours.�Another layer that we have here is facets! All of these little mini pie charts show us the balance for entering and exiting passengers for each individual station. If there were no facets this would be one large pie chart showing the average number for the balance of entering and exiting passengers for the entire metro system as a whole!��



7 layers to the grammar of graphics

Source: Ganes Kesari (2018) My Talk on Grammar of Graphics: The Secret Sauce of Powerful Data Stories

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Conclusion:�As with the english language, simply obeying the grammar of graphics isn’t sufficient for a graphic to make sense.The graph itself has to be substantively meaningful.It is also not sufficient that the graph is attractive and visually appealing.�In our next series we are going to explore how to effectively encourage sense-making and attractiveness in our graphs without compromising the message of the data. �����
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